Abstract-In this paper we are going to estimate the sum capacity of a binary CDMA system in presence of the near-far effect. We model the near-far effect as a random variable that is multiplied by the users binary data before entering the noisy channel. We will find a lower bound and a conjectured upper bound for the sum capacity in this situation. All the derivations are in the asymptotic case. Simulations show that especially the lower bound is very tight for typical values ͧ W and near-far effect. Also, we exploit our idea in conjunction with the Tanaka's formula [6] which also estimates the sum capacity of binary CDMA systems with perfect power control.
I. INTRODUCTION
n a DS-CDMA system each user is assigned a signature vector used to transmit data through a common channel. Each user multiplies its signature by its data and transmits it through the channel. All the vectors are added up together in the channel and the resultant vector embedded in noise is received at the receiver end. In practical situations, it is preferred to use binary antipodal signatures in conjunction with BPSK. Thus, the channel model is I ŵ ˭ VI -˚ {ŵ{ where # V is the ˭ 0 J signature matrix with entries / # (J is the number of users and ˭ is the chip rate) and I is the users data vector with entries belonging to {/ŵ{. ˚ is the noise vector whose entries are ˩ ˩ ˤ with PDF ˦.
Without perfect power control the assumption of receiving equal powers from all senders is no more valid. Therefore, the channel changes to a more real one:
I ŵ
˭ VW I -˚ {Ŷ{
where W J # J in which J # J are the users power receives at the receiver.
The near-far effect has a stochastic nature but since our systems have some power control mechanisms (may be nonperfect) we can suppose that it has values around unity. Consequently, we model it as a random variable with mean -ŵ. If the PDF of each J is ˧ {˲{ which is symmetric around -ŵ, we can convert the previous model to the following equivalent one I ŵ ˭ V{I -I{ -˚ {ŷ{ in which I is a vector with independent entries with PDF ˧{˲{ ˧ {˲ -ŵ{. Clearly, ˧{˲{ is a symmetric PDF around Ŵ.
In our previous work [1] , we supposed that entries of I are i.i.d random variables with uniform distribution in the interval {. { and found lower and upper bounds on for which the errorless communication is possible and proposed methods for constructing large size signature matrices which guarantee errorless communication for moderate values of . In addition, we suggested almost ML decoder for a subclass of proposed near-far resistant codes.
Most of the other works done on this topic concentrate on decoding methods such as MMSE in combination with Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC) [2] and blind adaptive interference suppression [3] . In [4] authors suggest a method called Isolation Bit Insertion (IBI) for overcoming the near-far problem. Additionally, authors of [5] have found lower and upper bounds for near-far resistance of MMSE detector.
Additionally, some works have been done about estimating the sum capacity of binary CDMA systems. In [6] an estimation of the sum capacity when the system scale tends to infinity and J ˭ 7 , for a given , is proposed. The authors of [7] that the formula derived in [6] , is an upper bound for the sum capacity of binary CDMA systems. In [8] [9] [10] a lower bound and a conjectured upper bound are proposed for the sum capacity of finite dimensional binary CDMA systems. The behavior of these bounds in the limiting case is also derived in [8] . Both [8] and [9] are based on averaging the mutual information of the input (I) and the output (I) over all signature matrices.
In this paper, using the theorems about the distribution of the eigen values of random matrices, we are going to estimate the sum capacity of CDMA system in presence of near-far effect in the asymptotic case by exploiting the results derived in both [6] and [8] .
In the next section, we state the basic theorems which we will use for deriving our results. Sections III and IV contain deriving the lower and upper bounds, respectively. In section V, some simulation results for the lower and upper bounds are done. Summary and future works are covered in section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this paper we are going to estimate
where I and I has the relation stated in Eq. {ŷ{ (˦ and ˧ are the PDF of the entries of ˚ and I, respectively) as J ˭ 7 and J ˭ 7 (for a given ). We denote this quantity by I{ ˦ ˧{, i.e., CDMA system ( 2 ŵ), the power estimation methods at the receiver fails and the receiver cannot have a good estimate of the users power. Thus, in overloaded CDMA systems, the receiver has not noticeable knowledge about the users powers.
I{ ˦ ˧{
In [8] , lower and upper bounds were derived for I{ Ŵ{ (perfect power control). In fact the upper bound is based on a conjecture that has not been proven yet. It assumes that the uniform distribution on the users binary data maximizes the mutual information for any signature matrix. The bounds are as follows.
Lower Bound [8]
For any ,
According to the claim of authors of [7] , the formula derived in [6] and ˭ I -˖
We will use the following theorem in our approach of estimating I{ {.
Marčenko-Pastur Theorem [10]
Consider an ˚0 H matrix ͪ whose entries are independent zero-mean complex (or real) random variables with variance ŵ˚ and fourth moments of order ˛{ŵ˚$ {, as H ˚ 7 ∞ with H˚ 7 , the empirical distribution of ͪ ͪ converges almost surely to a nonrandom limiting distribution with density 
IV. UPPER BOUND
This section will be devoted to finding upper bound for the sum channel capacity in the presence of near-far effect. bound. We will simulate all of these formulas for various values of , and in the next section.
Note 1 According to the simulations in [8] and what stated in [10] about the Marčenko-Pastur theorem, the asymptotic analysis that is performed here is very close to finite case for ˭ J 4 ŷŶ. Thus, the lower and upper bounds derived here can be assumed as lower and upper bounds for the sum capacity of CDMA systems with usual sizes.
Note 2
Since for a given variance the Gaussian distribution has the maximum entropy, the lower bound derived in this paper is a lower bound for the sum capacity of any system with the variance of near-far equal $ .
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulations are done based on a parameter we call it power control factor (PCF). We define:
PCF is an index that shows the amount of the power fluctuations of the users. Following simulations show the behavior of the bounds derived in this paper.
In the first case, we simulated lower bounds for an overloaded binary CDMA system with Ŷ and several values for PCF. This simulation shows the effect of PCF on the channel capacity and as it can be predicted greater PCF results greater capacity. The second simulation shows the conjectured upper bound for different values of PCF when Ÿ. Thsese simulations show that the systems with higher overloading factor (higher ratio of number of users to the chip rate) will be more damaged with non-perfect power control. systems with PCF greater than ŷŹ perform very close to perfectly power controlled systems. Also, it shows that PCF lower than ŶŴ certainly degrades the system performance.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper some lower and upper bounds are derived for the sum capacity of binary CDMA systems in the presence of near-far effect. Tending the power control factor to infinity, we arrive at the previously known bounds for the sum capacity of binary CDMA system. There are two points about the current work that can be interesting ideas for future works. The first one is that the near-far effect only affects the power of the received signal. Thus, in the case of using BPSK, the sign of users data does not change due to near-far effect. Consequently, the system model used here is worse than what occurs in practice because in our model it is probable that {I -I { {I {.
The second point is that, the near-far effect of each user is assumed to be ˩ ˩ ˤ random variables at different times in the current model. But in practical situations, the time samples of the near-far effect of each user change continually and thus are not independent from each other. Thus, the case studied in this paper is a lower bound for the performance of the practical systems. Assuming the channel with memory makes the problem much more complex to solve but will gives more practical bounds. The current work is good for estimating the performance of systems with high fluctuations in users power.
